
HorseSense Learning LevelsOBSTACLE COURSE

#1 POWER STEERING COURSE

OBJECTIVE: For students to develop ability to steer horse independently by negotiating a variety 
of beginner-friendly obstacles. 

DIRECTIONS:

NOTES:

 s #1, weave through bending poles.

 s #2, ride through L-shaped bridge.

 s #3, ride through mountain trail. 

 s #4, ride through crooked bridge.

 s #5, ride a full circle around the barrel, in either direction. 

 s #6, step over ground pole jump before riding across fi nish line. 

This beginner-friendly course has become an annual staple of our Novice and 
Rising Rider summer day camps. We let each camper ride the course to music as part 
of the end-of-camp show, with families and friends cheering them on. The obstacles 
can be enjoyed by Rainbow Level riders on the leadline as well as by more advanced 
students eager to test their accuracy at the trot - or even canter!

Whether the course is being ridden non-competitively or as a timed event, we usually 
employ the Try, Try Again rule on any obstacle where the horse steps out of the path 
or knocks over equipment. You can substitute this with time penalties if you are short 
on time or students are more advanced. 

EQUIPMENT:   4 BENDING POLES. 

  8-10 POLES to form CROOKED BRIDGE and LETTER L.

  1 GROUND POLE secured with 2 JUMP STANDARDS. If you have extra poles, you can build a 
 BABY CROSSRAIL or POLE STACK to make jump appear more challenging.

  MINIMUM of 12 CONES to form MOUNTAIN TRAIL. We recommend using as many cones as
 possible - 20-24 is ideal. Small soccer cones work just fine!

  1 BARREL.

  2 CONES to mark start/finish line. 
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HorseSense Learning LevelsOBSTACLE COURSE

OBJECTIVE: To test students’ ability to perform safety drills, including a one-rein stop, pulley rein 
and emergency dismount. 

#2 SURVIVOR COURSE

DIRECTIONS:

NOTES:

 s #1, ride to box and halt inside. Lengthen, then shorten reins. 

 s #2, ride into turnaround box. Bring horse to a halt inside the box using a one-rein 
stop.

 s #3, ride to nearest cone gateway and halt between cones. Drop stirrups and 
retrieve without using hands. 

 s #4, turn onto bridge and stop horse using a pulley rein.

 s #5, ride to second cone gateway and drop stirrups at the walk. Perform an 
emergency dismount and lead horse across fi nish line. 

We are a big believer in students practicing emergency skills before they need 
them. This course provides a fun way for students to get in the repetitions that help 
emergency stops and dismounts become instinctive muscle memory. Pair this course 
with Lesson #9 Survival Skills, or use it as a refresher several weeks later. 

There are many possible variations to this course you can use to keep lessons fresh. 
Change the order of the obstacles, or put a mounting block on course to allow riders to 
remount after the dismount. Hold horses while students go Around the World before 
retrieving stirrups, or use Challenge Box cards in the box. Throw tennis balls onto the 
course for students to avoid (see Orange Obstacle Course #1 Land Mines). 

As in all your safety drills, prioritize the horse’s comfort. Emphasize that riders 
must disengage hindquarters and use their pulley reins GENTLY, with a fraction of the 
intensity a real runaway might require! 

EQUIPMENT:   8 POLES to form BOX and BRIDGE

  10 CONES to form TURNAROUND BOX and GATEWAYS.

  2 CONES to mark start/finish line. 
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#3 POWER STEERING POLES

OBJECTIVE: For students to demonstrate accuracy using polework, riding through and over 
common ground pole formations. 

EQUIPMENT:   Up to 17 POLES. 

  If you are short on poles, 2 lines of CONES may be used to form BRIDGE/CROOKED BRIDGE.

  2 CONES to mark start/finish line. 

DIRECTIONS:

NOTES:

 s #1, ride through bridge.

 s #2, ride over fan formation. 

 s #3, ride through labyrinth. 

 s #4, ride through crooked bridge. 

 s #5, ride down centerline and over labyrinth, stepping over the ends of all four 
poles before crossing fi nish line. 

Polework is great for horses and riders of all levels but we particularly like using 
it for beginners. It encourages accurate riding by giving students a clear objective - 
the horse either makes it over the pole or he doesn’t! It teaches fl atwork skills such as 
rhythm, impulsion and straightness in a more varied and interesting setting than the 
dressage arena. And it lays the foundation for students that want to jump, especially if 
you have them ride over poles in two-point position.

The elements in this course (bridge, fan, labyrinth, crooked bridge) are easy to set 
and can be arranged in any layout that allows the course to fl ow. The only place the 
distances really matter is in between the poles of the fan. We recommend setting the 
center of the poles at 3’, since Red Level riders are likely negotiating this obstacle at the 
walk. Be sure to explain that riding toward the center of the fan = smaller strides and 
riding the outside of the fan = longer strides (or, in this case, trot). 

Don’t forget to establish penalties for stepping outside the bridges/labyrinth or 
missing a pole! 
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#4 LET THE GAMES BEGIN

OBJECTIVE: For students to practice elementary mounted games skills, individually or in a relay.

EQUIPMENT:   4 BENDING POLES. Set 2 MUGS on top of the 2nd and 4th poles. 

  2 FLAG CONES. Place 1 FLAG inside the cone closest to the start/finish line.

  1 BARREL or overturned TRASH BIN.

  1 2-GALLON WASH BUCKET. Inside bucket, place 1 OLD SOCK or TENNIS BALL per rider.

  1 empty 5-GALLON BUCKET.

  2 CONES to mark start/finish line. 

DIRECTIONS:

NOTES:

 s #1, weave through bending poles.

 s #2, remove sock/tennis ball from wash bucket placed on barrel. Carry to 5-gallon 
bucket and drop sock/tennis ball inside. 

 s #3, pick up fl ag. Carry to second fl ag cone and place inside. 

 s #4, shuffl  e mugs to 3rd and 1st pole before crossing fi nishing line. 

Beginner riders of all ages benefi t from practicing mounted games. The games 
improve confi dence, balance, and use of the natural aids in a fun environment that 
encourages teamwork and sportsmanship. 

We have used this simple course made up of classic games skills for many lessons, 
mounted games camps, and timed classes at schooling shows. If you use 4’ fl ags and a 
55-gallon drum as a barrel, riders on tall horses are able to participate equally. Establish 
rules for corrections: do you want riders to dismount and correct mistakes such as a 
dropped mug? Do you have a volunteer Ground Buddy who can hand the rider dropped 
equipment? Or do you want students to ride on and take a time penalty? 

It is helpful to have a Ground Buddy to reposition the mugs and fl ag after each round. 
This allows everyone to memorize and ride the same course.

Games skills included: weaving, dunking, fl ags, mug shuffl  e. 
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OBJECTIVE: For students to demonstrate Red Level skills at the halt, with successful completion of 
each task determining how they fi nish the course. 

EQUIPMENT:   6 POLES used to make 3 BRIDGES. CONES may be used instead. 

  4 CONES used to mark corners of a 12’ x 12 BOX. The box can also be formed using 4 POLES.

  1 GROUND POLE secured with 2 JUMP STANDARDS. If you have extra poles, you can build a 
 BABY CROSSRAIL or POLE STACK to make jump appear more challenging. 

  2 CONES to mark start/finish line. 

  1 SET of Red Level CHALLENGE BOX CARDS. 

DIRECTIONS:

NOTES:

#5 CHALLENGE BOX

 s #1, ride through bridge and track right.

 s #2, ride through bridge and track left.

 s #3, ride through bridge and track left.

 s #4, enter Challenge Box and halt. Draw one Challenge Card and follow the 
printed instructions while remaining inside the box. 

 s IF the Challenge Card task is completed successfully, leave box and proceed to #5, 
the jump. Ride over pole and across fi nish line.

 s If Challenge Card task is not performed correctly, retrace route through all three 
bridges and return to start line. 

We love this course as a review and test for students close to earning their Red 
Horsemanship ribbon. The random draw adds an element of fun and suspense to 
routine drills such as safety seat and adjusting rein length. Use the Challenge Box as a 
contest in group lessons, or award a prize to everyone who makes it over the “jump” 
three times. 

In our experience, it’s a rare student that isn’t motivated by the opportunity to “jump.” 
However, if you have a student that can’t or won’t ride over the ground pole, make 
the return route the rider’s choice, or substitute a less threatening obstacle. You can 
also use ground poles, scurry cones or a mountain trail in place of the bridges. The 
exercise is full of possible variations!
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